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Since there wasn t a right tab for this beautiful song on the net,
I thought it would be nice to upload my version... Enjoy!

Don t forget to rate
in order to help this site s users find
easily the best version of the song!

Cm             G
Last bullet to spend
Cm           D             G
I must think twice before I give in
Fm               Eb
Sleep all of the time
Cm            G
No time for a fear
Cm         D               G
My love is with those whoâ€™s near
Fm          Eb
Victim less betrayer

Cm            G#
All in all we belong
Fm            C#   
All in all we belong
 Bbm             G
All in all we belong

              Cm                    G                Cm     G
And itâ€™s the quarry waiting for its glory waiting to die
              Cm            G                 Cm       G
And itâ€™s the quarry waiting so long waiting tonight
              G#            Eb               G                     Cm
And itâ€™s the quarry waiting all his life for someone to lend him a hand
              G#                G             Cm  
And itâ€™s the quarry waiting for glory waiting to die

Cm G

Cm             G
Bukowski still rocks
Cm          D           G
My head is aching of too much
Fm            Eb
Lack of human touch



Cm               G
Like sorrow seem high
Cm          D               G
I save from drowning all the time
Fm           Eb
So take my advice

Cm           G#   
All in all we become
Fm           C#
All in all we become
Bbm           G
weâ€™ve been called

              Cm                    G                Cm     G
And itâ€™s the quarry waiting for its glory waiting to die
              Cm            G                 Cm       G
And itâ€™s the quarry waiting so long waiting tonight
              G#            Eb               G                     Cm
And itâ€™s the quarry waiting all his life for someone to lend him a hand
              G#                G             Cm  
And itâ€™s the quarry waiting for glory waiting to die

Cm G

Cm               G
Lay down for the clown
Cm          D         G
Bow For his bullet of change
Fm             Eb
Some kind of revenge

Cm                 G#
All the lies that I told
Fm                 C#
All the lies that I told
Bbm                  G
All the lies that I told

              Cm                    G                Cm     G
And itâ€™s the quarry waiting for its glory waiting to die
              Cm            G                 Cm       G
And itâ€™s the quarry waiting so long waiting tonight
              G#            Eb               G                     Cm
And itâ€™s the quarry waiting all his life for someone to lend him a hand
              G#                G             Cm  
And itâ€™s the quarry waiting for glory waiting to die

and tomorrow he ll be gone...


